
2017 Chrysler Truck Pacifica V6-3.6L

PILLAR TRIM - B-PILLAR TRIM PANEL - REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION (LOWER)

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
1. Using a trim stick or equivalent, lift the front edge of the scuff plate

extension then pull forward to remove the three tabs from the quarter
trim panel (1).

2. Move the front seat to the full forward position. 

3. Spread the bottom flanges of the B-pillar extension apart to
disengage the lower side snaps, then use a trim stick or equivalent to
disengage the remaining two clips (2). Pull at the top edge seat belt
opening to disengage the top four retainers (1). 
NOTE:
Disconnect the front seat position switch (2), if equipped.

4. Pull inboard on upper edge of cover (4), then pull up to remove.
5. Pull clips of B-Pillar Lower/Scuff (3) inboard with hands along each side of each clip.
6. Use trim stick or equivalent, to disengage two forward edge clips of B-Pillar Lower/Scuff (1) from Cowl/Scuff (2) and lift at

forward edge to disengage remaining four forward fasteners from wire trough.
7. Lift up on rearward edge (5) of B-Pillar Lower/Scuff to disengage remaining six rearward fasteners from wire trough.



INSTALLATION
1. Install two forward fasteners of Lower B-Pillar/Rear Scuff (1) to

mating Cowl/Scuff retainers.
2. Align the remaining four forward fasteners (2) to mating sockets of

wire trough and press in.

3. Align the six rearward fasteners of Lower B-Pillar/Rear Scuff (4) to mating sockets in wire trough and press in.
4. Align the two metal clips (3) to the slots of the B-Pillar column and press in.
5. Install cover (5) to B-Pillar/Rear Scuff Belt opening.

6. Spread the side flanges of the B-Pillar extension apart at the upper
edge and align the two upper clips to the retainer sockets of the B-
Pillar column (2). Pull from outside vehicle to install. 
NOTE:
Connect the front seat position switch electrical connector, if
equipped.

7. Spread the side flanges of the B-Pillar extension apart at the lower
edge and pull from outside vehicle to install.

8. Press in lower side flanges to seat side snaps.



9. Install the three rearward tabs into rear quarter trim (3) slots and push
Scuff extension rearward (1) to engage clips

10. Align forward snap of scuff extension to rear retention slot of Lower
B-Pillar/Rear Scuff. Press down (2) to install all 5 retention clips


